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The overall question that guides 'r.he content of the notes. lt is based on the standard or objective in the
heading.The summary should provide the answer to the essent¡alquestion.

QtjESTÍCrLri>l;

Æigr/'rú 2i3 o'f pege

. ldentify the main ideas ín the
notes.

. Create study questions that are
answered by each main idea.

" Write higher-level questions
(Costa's Levels 2 & 3) for the main
ideas. (Some mater¡al¡n the notes
may not lend itself to higher-level
quest¡ons.)

. Use the questions to study for
quizzes and exams.
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I Be prepared to.actively listen and tal<e notes.

2Take notes in your own words while listening to the teacher, reading a
textbook, watching a video, solving a math problem, or part¡cipating in

r Don't worry about spelling except on important terms.b

TWrite ¡mportant ¡nformation, not every word that is said or read-

gListen for i mportant points em Phasized the her

q Fil n deta ls, ma rk I mpo rtant info a nd vocabulary, and delete
rreleva nt nformation afte cla 55.

lD Use:y¡gþÞ (star, checl<marl<, etc.) to indicate what is significant. t-
f t Use memory cues: underline, highlight, draw diagrams, eîc. 14q Kt
p.Use djffglgllsglgt;to indicate changes in topics or to mark ¡mportant

vocabulary words or phrases.

rfieview notes with a partner whenever possible þt
¡t¡Review notes 10-24-7 (after l0 minutes,24 hours, and 7 days).

Note any points that need to be clarified with the instructor.

SUh¡lMARY:

" Address the essential question of the lesson.

. Answer the higher-level questions from the left side to tie together the main ideas.

" Paraphrase (use your own words) the answers to the questíons.
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for

to

between

with

without

within

point

and

negative

positive

equal/same

nôt equal

atomic weight

: atomic number

4

2

b/w

W

w/o

wli
pt

&or+

at. wt.

at. no.

because

energy

difference/change

infinity

approximately equal

therefore

yields/produces

increase/up

decrease/down

calorie

question

important

greater than

less than

blc

e

A

æ

-+

+

*

1

J

cal

Qor?

Additional Suggestions
. Make names and titles into acronyms after writing them the first time.

kinetic energy KE

no reaction NR

. Write the first few syllables of long words and complete the word when reviewing the notes.
electricity elect
equilibrium equil

. Write some words deleting vowels until notes are reviewed.
standard std

Think of some of your own shortcuts.
1

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

oO.
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Dírections: Review and revise notes taken in the right column. Use the symbols below to revise
your notes.

COMPLETED REVISION

1. Number the notes for each new concept or main
.idea.

2. Circle vocabula rylkey terms in pencil.

æ 14¿ hoq ut

3. Highlight or underline main ideas in pencil.

4. Fúl in gaps of missing information and/or reword/
rephrase in red.

5. Delete/cross out unimportant information by
drawing a line through it with a red pen.

6. ldentify points of confusion to clarify by askíng a
partner or teacher.

7. ldentify information to be used on a test, essay, for
tutorial, etc.

8. Create a visual/symbolto represent important

SYMBOL

1,2,3,..

4,t,c...

KeyWord

Main ldea

A

4dninnportant-

?

#"

Visual/symbol information to be remembered, \)
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Steps fo¡'W¡'iting a eontplete Summary

Step 1 : Read the esse¡"rtia! question/objective at the top of the Cornell notes.

Step 2: Respond to the essential question/objective in one sentence-this is the introduction to the
summary. Use your own words in writing your summary.

Step 3: Review the first chunk of notes on the right side and the corresponding question on the left side

Step 4: Write a one-sentence response to the left side question, using content-based vocabulary and
information from the right side of notes. DO NOT rewrite the whole right side of your notes; the
goal is to paraphrase your notes into one sentence.

Step 5: Repeat this process until all your questions are incorporated into the summary-accounting for
allthe main ideas in your notes.

Step 6: Reread your surnmary for clarity and accuracy, rewriting as needed and adding transitions, when
possible.

Step 7: Review your summary to study for tests/quizzes, write essays, etc.

Su m ma¡'y Pa ragra ph Tem plate
Essential question/objective introduction:

Response to the question for the I st chunk of notes:

Response to the question for the 2nd chunk of notes:

Response to questions for all additional chunks of notes
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